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Hello! Welcome to LinguiSHTIK!
 LINGUISHTIK is a cube game that challenges players to
improve their grammar, vocabulary, spelling, and writing
skills. Players learn to compose better sentences with
proper grammar application. They also use richer
vocabulary as they compete against others and are
rewarded.
 All grade levels play with the same set of procedural
rules. However, each division level of competition
introduces increasingly more difficult grammatical
concepts for the players to use. Competitors are
challenged to enhance their vocabulary and grammar
skills in increasingly creative ways. Players usually learn
more from applying their knowledge in the competition
than they do in their normal classroom studies.
 This slide presentation will be an introduction to the
game of LING, showing you step-by-step how the game
is played.

What do you need to play LING?
 The game of LinguiSHTIK
 Consists of 23 cubes: four each of red, black, green, pink, and
yellow, and three of orange
 The LinguiSHTIK playing mat

 A challenge cube – usually a piece of foam
 A one minute sand timer
 The Order of Play Sheet & Scoring Chart
 Elementary: grades 4-6
 Middle: grades 7-8
 Junior/Senior: grades 9-12

 A Demand Sheet
 A Score sheet for Cube Games
Let’s take a look at these materials

Materials Used:
Scoring chart & Score sheet

Begin the shake…
 Take out the cubes, the challenge cube, and the
timer. (Note: the challenge cube is usually a sponge.)
 Place the challenge cube where each player can
reach it, and put the timer where it is visible to all
players.
 Count the cubes to make sure there are 4 of
each color. Orange is the exception; it has 3
cubes.
 Each player rolls a RED cube to see who goes
first. The player who rolls the cube closest to “A”
begins the game.

Players have rolled the red cubes…

 Two of the players rolled “M’s.”
 Louie rolled an “A.”
 Louie will begin the game.

As Player One, Louie begins the game.
 Louie rolls all the
cubes.
 He chooses a
Sentence
Pattern,
Structure, or
Purpose from the
Order of Play
Sheet.
 He has chosen
S-V-DO (subjectverb-direct
object)

Player One determines what kind of
sentence will be written.
 Note:
Louie’s turn
is rolling
ALL the
cubes. He
does not
place a
cube on the
playing
mat.

Each player has one minute to complete his/her
turn.
Donna & Robert will write S-V-DO on their papers.

Louie writes his sentence choice on his own paper
and on the Demand Sheet for this shake.
This is a close up
view of Louie’s
paper and the
Demand Sheet.
Louie now passes
the Demand Sheet to
Player Two – Donna.

Player Two
The play moves clockwise, so now it is
Donna’s turn.

Player Two states a TYPE demand.
Select a part
of speech
from the
Order of Play
Sheet.
Donna
selects
NOUN.

This is a portion of the Order of Play Sheet

A part of speech is selected…
Player Two
must place
any black or
green cube
on the mat in
the Demands
column.
Donna has placed a green “T” in the Demands column.
She demands that the word must be a NOUN.
enlarged
detail of
Demands
column

She writes her demand on the Demand Sheet and on her
own paper.
The other players write “Noun” on their papers.

Player Three states a FUNCTION demand.
The play
moves
clockwise, so
now it is
Robert’s turn.
He selects a
function listed
under NOUN
Robert
chooses
“Subject.”
This is a portion of the Order of Play Sheet

The word will have a grammatical function
in the sentence.
Player Three
must place
any black or
green cube
on the mat in
the Demands
column.

Robert places a black “T” in the Demand column.
He states the function for the noun – “Subject.”

enlarged
detail of
Demands
column

He writes the demand on the Demand Sheet and on
his own paper.
The other players write “Subject” on their papers.

The shake continues…
 Each player gets 1
minute (on the
timer) to EITHER
 Make a demand
(with a black or
green cube) OR
 Play a cube to the
Letters section of
the playing mat.
It is Louie’s turn again…
He places a letter of his
choice on the playing mat, in
this case, an orange “E.”
Nothing is written on the
Demand Sheet since no new
demand has been made.

The shake continues…
 Each player gets 1 minute (on the timer)
to EITHER
 Make a demand (with a black or green
cube) OR
 Play a cube to the Letters section of the
playing mat.
It is Donna’s turn again…

She places a letter of her
choice on the playing mat, in
this case, a pink “S.”
Nothing is written on the
Demand Sheet since no new
demand has been made.
Players are now very alert,
since playing the next cube
might make it possible for a
player to call Challenge Now.

Time out to talk about strategy…
 According to the rules of LinguiSHTIK, the word to be
formed must be at least 4 letters long (not more than 10
letters).
 Also according to the rules, Challenge Now can be
called when a player can make a word which meets all
the demands by using the cubes already played to the
mat under Letters, plus ONE MORE CUBE from
Resources (if needed).
 A player cannot call Challenge Now if they have just
placed a cube; therefore, a player who places the third
cube to Letters must be aware that he/she might make it
possible for someone else to call Challenge Now.
 At that point, a game strategy could be for that player to
make an additional demand from those listed on the
Order of Play Sheet or one of the Additional General
Demands listed in the Tournament Rules.

Robert’s strategy…
 Make an
additional
demand.
 Robert demands
that yellow is
wild.
 That means that
any yellow cube
may represent
any letter for any
player.

Robert has moved the green “T” to the demand
column.
He writes the demand on the Demand Sheet and on
his own paper.

enlarged
detail of
Demands
column

The other players write the demand on their
papers.
Robert’s strategy makes it possible to make more
words since yellow cubes are wild.

Louie’s strategy…
 Louie wants to
limit the word that
must be made.
 He states that the
word must be a
specific number of
letters, one of the
Acceptable
Demands.
enlarged
detail of
Demands
column

Louie has now limited the other two players’
choices by specifying that the word must be 6 letters
long.
He moves the green “T” to the demand column.
He writes the demand on the Demand Sheet and on
his own paper.
The other players write the demand on their papers.

Donna’s strategy…
 Donna plays a cube
to the Letters portion
of the mat.
 She places a red “M”
on the mat.
Donna wants to use the
“M” in her word.
She knows it’s safe to
put a cube in Letters
because the word needs
to be 6 letters long.
Nothing is written on
the Demands Sheet
because no new
demands have been
made.

Robert’s turn…
 Robert puts a cube on the
Letters portion of the mat.
 He puts down the yellow “Z.”
Robert knows it is safe to play another
cube because the word must be 6 letters
long.
He plays a
yellow cube – a
wild cube – and
it will be any
letter a player
needs to make
his/her word.
Once a cube
touches the
mat, it is
considered to
be played.

Louie’s problem & plan…
 Louie now has a decision
to make.
 If he places a cube under
Letters, it might be
possible for one of the
other players to call
Challenge Now.
 Instead, he decides to
make an additional
General Demand.
 He is further limiting what
word may be made.
enlarged
detail of
Demands
column

Louie demands that the word contain a

“double consonant.”
He places the black “I” in the Demand
column.

He writes the demand on the Demand Sheet
and on his paper.
Donna & Robert write the demand on their
papers.

Donna’s turn…
 Donna chooses to place the
orange “D” under Letters.
 She thinks it is a safe move
because she doesn’t think
anyone can use it to write a
solution.

Donna hopes
someone will play a
letter she needs to
make her word.

Robert’s thoughts & his turn…
 Robert plays a cube to the
Letters.
 He believes that putting the pink
“R” on the mat is a safe move.
 In addition, he needs the “R” for
his word.
Robert is
thinking of the
word “surrey.”
When Louie
puts a letter on
the mat, Robert
plans to say
“Challenge Now.”

Donna challenges!
Donna grabs the challenge cube and says,
“Challenge Now.”
Either
Louie or
Donna can
make a
challenge.
Robert
may not
challenge
because he
put the last
cube on the
mat.

When a player challenges, he/she should
pick up the challenge cube, not just tap it.
Donna is the Challenger.

Now what happens?
 A Challenge Now has been called.
 Both Louie and Robert may write solutions.
 In LING, a player does not “side with” another
player. He/she is either Neutral or a Solver.
 Neutral means the player chooses not to write a
solution.
 A Neutral player either doesn’t see a word that will
meet the demands or thinks there is no solution
possible.
 Players have 3 minutes total to write their
solutions. Then they present them to be checked.
 Neither Louie or Robert decided to be Neutral, so
they will each try to write a solution sentence.

Presenting solutions to be checked…
Donna presents her solution to the other
players.
They have 2 minutes to see if it meets the
demands for this shake.
The solution is a sentence in an S-V-DO
pattern. It contains a Noun used as a
Subject which is 6 letters long and
contains a double consonant.
The noun Donna has chosen is “summer.”

Donna’s sentence is correct!
 All words in the
sentence must be
spelled correctly.
 The sentence should
be grammatically
correct and be
realistic.
 If necessary, Donna
can point out the
cubes she used to
make her word.
 The word may be
underlined as a
courtesy so the other
players can identify it.

Donna’s sentence: Summer brings sunburn.
It is an S-V-DO sentence.
The word “summer” is a noun subject.
It is 6 letters long with a double “m.”
Donna has challenged correctly.

What about Robert’s solution?
 Robert’s sentence:
Summer is hot.
 The sentence is
incorrect because
it is the wrong
pattern.
 This is an S-LVPA sentence, not
S-V-DO.
 Because his
sentence does not
meet ALL the
demands, it is
incorrect.

And Louie’s solution?
 Louie’s sentence:
The summer season
is my favorite.
 Louie’s sentence is
also the wrong
pattern. It is S-LV-PN.
 Louie has another
problem. The word
“summer” is a noun
used as an adjective,
not functioning as a
subject.
 Louie’s sentence is
incorrect.

How should the shake be scored?
 Check the
scoring chart
to find the
Situation.
 Situation A:
Challenge
Now, and the
Challenger
has a correct
solution.

The Challenger
gets 6 points.

Record the scores:
Donna gets 6
points.
Louie and Robert
were each
Wrong, so
according to
Situation A, they
each get 2 points.
Record the
scores on the
score sheet.

Players should make sure the scores are
recorded correctly.
The shake is done.

The game continues…
 A new shake begins.
 The play moves
clockwise.
 Since Louie rolled the
cubes for the first
shake, it is now
Donna’s turn to be
Player One.
 She rolls the cubes
and chooses a
Sentence Pattern,
Structure, or
Purpose…

